Build Back Better
Regional Challenge
Information Session
September 21, 2021

About NJEDA
The New Jersey Economic Development Authority (NJEDA) serves as the State’s principal
agency for driving economic growth.
The NJEDA is committed to making New Jersey a national model for inclusive and sustainable
economic development by focusing on key strategies to help build strong and dynamic
communities, create good jobs for New Jersey residents, and provide pathways to a stronger
and fairer economy. Through partnerships with a diverse range of stakeholders, the NJEDA
creates and implements initiatives to enhance the economic vitality and quality of life in the
State and strengthen New Jersey’s long-term economic competitiveness.

HELPING TO BUILD A
NEW JERSEY ECONOMY
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Overview of Build Back Better Regional Challenge
Smart Ports coalition, led by the City of Newark and NJIT

Aviation coalition, led by Atlantic County & Atlantic County Economic Alliance
Bio-manufacturing coalition, led by Rutgers University
Clean Energy coalition, led by Rowan University
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Build Back Better
Regional Challenge
A $1 billion federal program that will fund projects that create high-quality
jobs, increase wages, and revitalize communities in places impacted by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
► Applicants collaborate as a REGIONAL COALITION with one lead entity
► Coalitions focus on developing and growing an INDUSTRY CLUSTER through 3 to 8 distinct
but related projects
► Applicants develop a long-term vision and execution plan for TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE
and LASTING IMPACT
► Successful proposals will incorporate PRIVATE SECTOR LEADERSHIP, create QUALITY JOBS,
and be focused on EQUITY
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Build Back Better
Regional Challenge
 Due October 19, 2021

Phase 1

 Awards of up to $500,000 for planning and technical assistance
 50-60 awards funded
 US EDA funding share: 100%
 Only Phase 1 finalists may apply
 Due March 15, 2022

Phase 2

 Awards of $25 million to $100 million for project implementation
 20-30 awards funded
 US EDA funding share: 80-100%
 State, county, city, or other political subdivision of a state, including a special purpose unit
engage in economic or infrastructure development, or a consortium of political subdivisions

Eligible
entities

 Higher education institution or consortium of institutions (no for-profits)
 Public or private non-profit organization or association acting in cooperation with officials of
a political subdivision of a state
 District organization of an EDA-designated Economic Development District
 Indian Tribe or a consortium of tribes
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NJEDA is participating in four BBBRC coalitions aligned
with Governor Murphy’s priorities and strategic sectors
SMART PORTS, led by the City of Newark & New Jersey Institute of Technology

AVIATION INNOVATION, led by Atlantic County & the Atlantic County Economic Alliance

BIO-MANUFACTURING, led by Rutgers University
CLEAN ENERGY, led by Rowan University
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To share project ideas or express interest in joining or
supporting one of the coalitions, please email:
SMART PORTS: SmartPortsBBBRC@njeda.com

AVIATION INNOVATION: AviationBBBRC@njeda.com

BIO-MANUFACTURING: BiomanufacturingBBBRC@njeda.com
CLEAN ENERGY: CleanEnergyBBBRC@njeda.com
Project ideas should be in the form of a one-page project description.
The deadline for project ideas and expressions of interest is noon on September 28th.
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Presented by Mayor Ras J. Baraka &
President Joel S. Bloom
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Smart Ports Regional Coalition Partners
The Smart Port Regional Coalition is led by the City of Newark in partnership with:
• New Jersey Institute of Technology
• Port Newark Container Terminal (PNCT)
• Invest Newark
• North Jersey Transportation Authority
Additional partners are being added.
The industry focus is Freight transportation.
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Vision
To integrate smart freight transportation, improving the flows and availability of freight and people
through implementation of advanced technologies and supporting infrastructure. To utilize clean energy
resources to improve efficiency, resiliency, adaptability and overall performance in the supply chain. All
in an effort to produce significant, transformative, and sustainable economic development for the region.
Critical to the regional economic development of Port Newark and other ports is an ecosystem inclusive of:
• On-going research and development for transportation innovation, commercialization and tech
transfer for Port Newark and other ports
• Systematic, high-level training programs for high quality jobs and access for underrepresented
minorities and women
• Data-driven optimization to integrate local port operations with the wider supply chain
• Principles of equity, social justice and the greening of the environment
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Goals
1. Generate sustainable, resilient and long-term economic growth of Port
Newark and its environs.

2. Leverage the considerable investments already made at Port Newark to
innovate the legacy transportation network that is within and beyond the
port footprint.

3. Integrate a systems approach to continuous improvement in port
operations and the application of state-of-the-art technology, job
creation, workforce development and life-long learning.

4. Establish a Center for the R & D of Smart Freight Transportation and
Port Operations.
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Types of Projects
The planning, development and implementation of projects includes:
•

Master planning for land and facilities development within and adjacent to the port

•

Adaptation and adoption of smart transportation and communications systems, both inside the Port and in surrounding
areas

•

Identification, adoption and development of smart equipment for freight handling in the northeast

•

Strategies and tactics for greening the environment and energy to reduce the carbon footprint

•

Smart supply chain operations/applications of IT, AI, Big Data and Data Analytics

•

On-going jobs growth and workforce development of underrepresented minorities and women

•

Establishment of a center for transportation innovation, commercialization and tech transfer

•

A feasibility study for the movement of workforce to Port Newark from Penn Station via public transportation modes

•

An online marketplace of off-port properties available for redevelopment
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Aviation Innovation Coalition

Presented by Lauren Moore, President, Atlantic County Economic Alliance
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Aviation Innovation Coalition Members
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Vision for the Aviation Innovation Cluster
Develop a broad, inclusive aviation innovation ecosystem in South
Jersey
Build on assets including the National Aviation Research and
Technology Park, Smart Airport and Aviation Partnership, and FAA
Tech Center
Scale existing efforts in aviation innovation and expand to additional
use cases, such as servicing offshore wind and agriculture
Increase equity and access to opportunities in the aviation industry
Drive statewide economic growth and job creation
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Projects Under Consideration
1. Smart Airport and Aviation Development and Certification Test
Center
2. Uncrewed Aerial Systems (UAS) Services Hub/Droneport
Supporting Local Use Cases
3. Planning and Development of Advanced Air Mobility (AAM)
Physical Operational Infrastructure
4. Planning and Development of UAS and AAM Airspace
Infrastructure
5. Planning, Development, and Construction of Smart Aviation
Workforce Training Academy
6. Smart Aviation Workforce and Innovation/Entrepreneurship
Center located in Atlantic City
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R EVITALIZING LEAD ERSHIP & IND EP END ENCE IN
B IOM ANUFAC TUR IN G FOR NJ & THE NATION
Build Back Better Region al Ch allen ge: Biomanu fact u r ing Coalition
SEPTEMBER 21, 2021

Presented by Antonio M. Calcado, Executive Vice President and Chief
Operating Officer, Rutgers University
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C UR R E NT STAT E O F
B I O M ANU FAC T U R I NG I N NEW
J E RS E Y
Why We Must Act Now
In the last 20 years, our pharmaceutical manufacturing footprint has been lost
to lower-labor-cost and less regulated locations (mainly China and India).
• 80% of all prescriptions in U.S. are based on imported drugs
• Millions depend on imports to stay alive.
• COVID-19 pandemic highlighted major vulnerability:
⚬ Life-saving therapeutics were scarce.

⚬ Vaccine development achieved target goals but was challenged and

delayed by inadequate logistics in homeland production.
⚬ Pharma supply chain was dependent on global sourcing threatened by
lockouts and export embargoes in China and India.
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B U I L DI NG BAC K
B I O M ANU FAC T U R I NG
Why we need it
• Increasing the nation's pharmaceutical output would:

⚬ Grow the U.S. economy
⚬ Aid in job creation

⚬ Help convert pharmaceutical sector trade deficit into surplus
• While our discovery of the causes of disease is accelerating, our
ability to manufacture and gain approval for novel compounds is
lagging.
• Our clinical development platforms competitively position the U.S.
to lead the world in guaranteeing safe and effective therapeutics.
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B UIL D ING ON OUR STR E NGTH S

R&D KNOWLEDGEBASE

TALENT

LOCATION

• Rutgers, a global leader in
advanced pharmaceutical
manufacturing and
translational science

• Incredibly diverse and highly
educated talent pool with
strong research universities
feeding into the workforce

• Centrally located along the
Northern Seaboard

• Deep roots of advanced
pharma manufacturing

• Multiple world-class,
biopharma companies
headquartered in NJ,
including J&J and Pfizer.

• Top-tier research and
development

• New Brunswick is in the heart
of the NY/NJ metro region
with direct access to
Northeast Corridor, the
nation's most traveled rail
line connecting New Jersey
to Boston, New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore and
DC

• NJ Innovation and Technology
Hub in New Brunswick,
bringing together cuttingedge academic research,
leading startups, and
corporate partners to shape
the future of life sciences and
tech in NJ

• A coalition of partners:
NJIT/NJII, Princeton,
Middlesex County College

• More scientists and engineers
per square mile than
anywhere in U.S.

INFRASTRUCTURE

• A significant untapped
workforce
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BENE F ITS O F
ADVANC E D
P HAR MACE UT I C AL
MANUFAC T UR I NG

• Rapid product and process development

Preparing for Future Pandemics

• Trigger activity in other industries (facilities, equipment,

⚬ 4-6 weeks vs. 6-12 months

• No scale-up required

• Rapid manufacture of clinical supplies for breakthrough
medicines and emergency approvals
• Can be transferred to generics, OTC, supplements to catalyze
industrial growth
sensors, process control, ingredients, software)
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NE W J E RS E Y ' S I NNOVAT I O N
ECO SYST EM

Partnership

Resilience

Sustainability
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J UST I C E , EQ U I T Y, DI VERS I T Y
& I NC LU S I O N
INCLUSIVE LEADERSHIP

Under-represented minorities and women in the room and at the table

MENTORSHIP

Structured mentorship program to support minority and women
entrepreneurs

ACCESSIBILITY

Accessible laboratories with public transportation between urban and
suburban locations enable participation by a diverse population.

OUTREACH

Structured outreach to minority-serving colleges and K-12 programs provide

mentoring, role modeling, and awareness
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BUIL D ING BAC K
BE T T E R ...
TO GE T H E R
Engagement Model for Value
Creation

• Large drug manufacturers:

⚬ Corporate sponsorship; develop commercial products;
create jobs; increase economic activity

• Suppliers of ingredients, equipment, instrumentation, software:
⚬ Cash and in-kind support; develop commercial products;
create jobs

• Entrepreneurs:

⚬ Develop new therapeutics and commercial products; create
jobs; Increase economic activity

• Trade organizations:

⚬ Networking; connectivity; mentoring

• Universities:

⚬ Knowledge and workforce training mechanisms

• Federal government:

⚬ Regulatory framework; large scale funding
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A S TO D IS EA S ES , M A KE A H A B IT OF TWO
TH INGS —TO H E LP, OR AT LEA ST, TO DO
NO H A R M.
HIPPOCRATES
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Build Back Better Regional
Challenge
Clean Energy Cluster

Presented by
Tabbetha Dobbins, VP for Research
and Dean of the Graduate School
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Clean Energy Cluster
The Build Back Better Clean Energy Cluster seeks to advance and solidify New Jersey as
a global hub for the clean energy industry that yields high quality jobs, new and
growing companies, economic competitiveness, and equitable opportunities.

(Cluster Lead)

Rowan University / Division of University Research
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Clean Energy Cluster
The Build Back Better Clean Energy Cluster seeks to leverage and build upon New
Jersey’s existing clean energy policies and assets that include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New Jersey Energy Master Plan: 100% clean energy by 2050
New Jersey Offshore Wind Master Plan: 7.5 GW by 2035
New Jersey Wind Port and Port of Paulsboro (EEW monopile facility)
Ocean Wind 1, Ocean Wind 2 and Atlantic Shores offshore wind farms and associated O&M ports in
Atlantic City
Atlantic Cape Community College’s planned Offshore Wind Safety Training facility
Federal research labs and university-based research centers
Business accelerators and incubators
300+ electric vehicle charging stations

Rowan University / Division of University Research
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Clean Energy Cluster
The Build Back Better Clean Energy Cluster is pursuing a diverse set of projects
specifically focused on offshore wind, clean transport, energy storage and smart grid
technologies.
Research and testing
centers and
infrastructure
investments (e.g., rail
spur) to support
large-scale
manufacturing

Business incubation
and acceleration
facilities and venture
capital connections
that enable
companies to grow in
New Jersey

Manufacturing and
supply chain
development
including research,
technical assistance
and facility
development

Workforce
development and
degree programs that
provide the technical,
analytical, and
management skills
required by the
industry

Diversity, Equity and Inclusion strategies underscore projects

Rowan University / Division of University Research
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To share project ideas or express interest in joining or
supporting one of the coalitions, please email:
SMART PORTS: SmartPortsBBBRC@njeda.com

AVIATION INNOVATION: AviationBBBRC@njeda.com

BIO-MANUFACTURING: BiomanufacturingBBBRC@njeda.com
CLEAN ENERGY: CleanEnergyBBBRC@njeda.com
Project ideas should be in the form of a one-page project description.
The deadline for project ideas and expressions of interest is noon on September 28th.
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